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ABSTRACT
This article proposes a strong role for environmental history in informing current
policy and debate in the policy field of sustainability (or, sustainable development). The policy agenda of sustainability is noted, and the unique attributes of
these policy problems identified. A three part ‘typology of relevance’ is
proposed, comprising general historical perspectives, ecological and human
baselines, and direct policy and institutional lessons. The idea of more immediate lessons is discussed further, with some indicative examples drawn from
Australia. Environmental history is argued to have potential as an antidote to
policy amnesia and ad hocery. Furthermore, if environmental history is to
prosper, then environmental historians must construct explicit connections with
pressing current issues.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This article considers the potential of environmental history to inform contemporary challenges of sustainability and resource and environmental management, both in a general sense, and in the more particular sense of specific policy
and institutional tasks and problems. Moreover, the future prosperity and
vibrancy of environmental history, in a world beset by pressing challenges and
where the crisis of the humanities is deepening, will depend on it exhibiting an
explicit purchase on important policy questions. The pressing issue of the
Environment and History 6 (2000): 131–50
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sustainability of human use of the environment demands less of traditional
disciplines concerned with their own internal matters than on emerging interdisciplinary alliances, one of which potentially – but only potentially – is environmental history.
In a recent article in this journal, Uekoetter (1998) commented on perceived
difficulties in environmental history, and proposed an ‘organisational approach’,
entailing the examination of ‘the process of organising responses to perceived
environmental problems’. Perception, problem definition and policy change
become targets of the environmental history inquiry. This is alluring, in that it
connects rather well with current issues of sustainability and human-environment
relationships – renegotiating and organising our relationships with the
environment. There is something in common between Uekoetter’s proposition
and the focus on cultural adaptation to environmental change in Boyden’s (1987)
biohistorical view. Here, though, I would prefer the term ‘institutional approach’,
for both its closeness to present preoccupations with institutional arrangements
and its broader and more universal capture of societal structures and processes.
To explore the possibilities further, it is first necessary to establish what I take
environmental history to be, and characterise current issues of sustainability and
resource and environmental management. Elsewhere, I have defined
environmental history, informally, as the task of explaining why the environment
we live in is like it is, and, more formally, as (Dovers 1994a):
the investigation and description of previous states of the biophysical environment,
and the study of the history of human impacts on and relationships with the nonhuman setting. Environmental history seeks to explain the landscapes and issues of
today and their evolving and dynamic nature, and from this to elucidate the problems
and opportunities of tomorrow.

Like most others, I view environmental history as only loosely defined and
bounded, eclectic, fluid, and absolutely unable to be dominated by one or even
a few disciplines. As Powell (1996) emphasised, environmental history cannot
be allowed to be a sub-discipline; it must be an interdisciplinary arena. The
following themes and tasks for environmental history are crucial, and support the
need for multiple perspectives:
•

explaining natural-human system interactions over time;

•

embracing and explaining complexity, in a historically and especially
ecologically informed move away from presentism, reductionism and simplification;

•

accepting (and even revelling in) methodological impurity as we seek to
integrate vastly differing temporal and spatial scales, methodologies, sources
of evidence, and styles of inquiry and communication;
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•

adding the essential ‘how, who and why’ to the ‘what and when’ by
explaining the contexts of environmental change; and

•

further to this, bringing environmental history closer to current preoccupations by explicitly seeking to expose culpability and relevance.

Such tasks cannot be tackled by historians alone, even in alliance with ecologists,
but calls upon law, economics, public policy, anthropology and a range of natural
sciences, to name a few, in constantly shifting and invigorating combinations
according to the inquiry at hand. In attending these themes, what differentiates
environmental history from other fields of inquiry, most notably historical
geography? (For an Australian discussion, see Powell 1996.) One answer, and
one highly pertinent to the discussion here, is that environmental history speaks
more clearly to current issues than historical geography, just as environmental
‘studies’ and ‘sciences’ do compared to geography, to the cost of geography as
a discipline and profession in recent years. If there is anything in this claim, then
environmental history needs to be explicit about it connection to current
concerns, which is the point of what follows (see further, Dovers, in press).
What is offered here is a perspective on the last theme listed above, relevance,
which I have advanced in a speculative way elsewhere (Dovers 1994b).
Connections are sought between the notion of relevance in environmental
history with work on the demands placed on policy processes and institutional
arrangements by modern concerns. The next part of the article (section 2) briefly
notes the essential parameters of the policy field of sustainability, paying
attention to the peculiar attributes of associated policy problems. Section 3
proposes three different forms of relevance; general historical perspectives,
human and ecological baselines, and policy and institutional lessons. Then the
idea of policy and institutional lessons is expanded on in section 4 in the context
of a recent Australian history of policy amnesia and ad hocery.
Four qualifications are necessary on what follows. First, while arguing the
case of relevance for environmental history, I do not see this as a necessary
precondition for its pursuit as an academic enterprise; it is a secondary benefit.
The central stricture of modern economic fundamentalism as it impacts on
intellectual life – that things must be of tangible value in the near term to be
worthwhile – is rudely rejected. Environmental history, like other intellectual
and cultural pursuits, is worthwhile in itself. I merely seek to alert environmental
historians to an area of ‘added value’. Second, considering relevance to
contemporary policy brings with it the issue of ‘how far back’ one has to go to
be doing environmental history; ten, fifty, a hundred years? This may become
clearer as we proceed. Third, this is written from an Australian perspective, in
terms of themes, experiences and history of both environment and policy. I hope
that the arguments might apply elsewhere, and would be interested to see them
tested in different contexts. 2 It may be that ad hocery and policy amnesia are
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peculiarly Australian, though I doubt it. Even so, Australia is relatively advanced
in experimenting with newer policy approaches – market mechanisms, community
involvement, cross-jurisdictional statutory management arrangements, etc., – so
what Australia has forgotten or failed to entrench may be worth noting. Fourth,
this article should be viewed as a tentative move on a new front. Its purpose is
to suggest potentially fruitful connections between aspects of environmental
history, environmental management, sustainability, and public policy.

2. HISTORY AND SUSTAINABILITY
We need to be clear that the contemporary construction of the problem is not
‘environmental issues’, but sustainability (aka sustainable development, ecologically sustainable development in Australian policy). 3 Some important
distinctions must be kept in mind in this regard, which are increasingly apparent
to those involved in the environmental policy game, but not perhaps to environmental historians. Indeed, a service by environmental historians may be to
critique the common assumption that modern problems of environmental change
are bigger, worse or more systemic than those dealt with in the past, especially
relative to the informational and institutional capacities then and now. Consider
the following simple typology of policy problems in sustainability based on a
detailed identification of specific problem attributes (fully discussed in Dovers
1995a):
•

Micro-problems. These are day-to-day problems in environmental management: spatially and temporally discrete; not overly complex or fraught with
uncertainty; not requiring large resource commitments or the development
of new technologies or policy processes; and, if particularly topical, then only
on a local or sectoral scale. These problems may be resolved on a case-bycase basis, through existing institutional arrangements and policy processes
such as environmental impact assessment, development approval and effluent licensing.

•

Meso-problems. These problems are significant and may be prominent on the
public agenda, but do not pose systemic threats to the present pattern of
production and consumption, or overwhelming challenges to existing policy
processes. Alternatively, a policy problem involving a process or decision
affecting a large number of micro-problems would fall into this category (eg.
overarching impact assessment procedures), as would major issues fully
addressable within one country. Examples at the national scale in Australia
would include urban air pollution and fisheries management.

•

Macro-problems. These are multi-faceted problems, complex, fraught with
uncertainties, spatially and temporally diffuse, highly connected to other
issues, and threatening major possible disruption of human and natural
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systems. Their underlying causes are deeply embedded in patterns of
production, consumption, settlement and governance. They are often amalgams of lower order issues, classified together on scientific and policy
agendas due to cause and effect linkages that demand integrated research and
policy approaches. Globally, examples of particularly cumulative macroproblems include climate change, biodiversity loss, desertification and
growth in human populations and rates of resource consumption (these
would also be macro-problems at any national scale).
The modern environmental policy agenda of the 1960s–1980s was dominated by
micro- and meso-problems. The sustainability agenda of the 1990s is dominated
by meso- and especially macro-problems. The ‘meta-policy field’ of sustainability
is a new and substantially different problem construction, subsuming traditional,
bounded environmental problems, and integrating ecological concerns with
social and economic ones. Sustainability proposes that the relationship between
human and natural systems is neither ecologically viable nor humanly desirable,
and questions lifestyles, systems of governance, and patterns of production,
consumption and settlement (e.g. World Commission on Environmental and
Development (WCED) 1987; Harrison 1992; Meadows et al. 1992; Myers
1993). It is, potentially, a profoundly revolutionary notion, but is riddled with
contradictions and questions (Redclift 1987; Dovers and Handmer 1993). The
modern idea of sustainability arose in a substantive policy sense over the five
years between the 1987 ‘Brundtland Report’ (WCED 1987), and the 1992 UN
Conference on Environment and Development, which produced the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21 (UN 1992). The other key elements of the international
meta-policy setting are the 1992 Convention on Biodiversity, the 1992 Framework Convention on Climate Change, the 1994 Convention to Combat
Desertification (see International Legal Materials, volumes 31 and 33), and a
statement of forest principles (UN 1992). The agenda of sustainability is
generally taken to include: resource depletion and management; pollution and
wastes; population; climate change; biological diversity; food security; poverty
and human development; and global security.
Sustainability policy states core principles, including: reconciliation of
equity between current and future generations; integration of environmental,
social and economic policy; recognition of the critical importance of biological
diversity and ecological processes; the necessity of a ‘precautionary’ approach
in the absence of sceintific certainty; global dimensions of environmental issues;
the need for innovative policy and institutional approaches; and the involvement
of communities in policy and management. These principles are not mere
rhetoric, but are stated in international policy and in much national policy and
even law (in over a hundred Australian statutes). That they have not been too well
addressed since their initial articulation is 1992 does not diminish their importance;
large and complex reforms within human societies take much time, something
historians understand better than most.
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Only a little too grandly, Harrison (1992) has termed sustainable development
the universally agreed goal of human progress. It certainly is now a major item
on national and international policy agendas, and did not simply appear magically
in 1987. This invites a glance behind the immediate precursors of Brundtland and
Rio, which are the limits of historical appreciation apparent in some policy
circles, to the historical evolution of the modern idea of sustainability. These
roots are deep and diverse, in classical economics, renewable resource
management, Romanticism, energetics, and elsewhere (Worster 1977; Boyden
1987; Martinez-Alier 1987; Dovers 1990; Common 1995; Grove 1995). Also,
the current meta-policy setting noted above consolidates and extends previous
international initiatives and instruments; for example the 1972 Declaration of the
UN Conference on the Human Environment and the 1982 World Charter for
Nature (International Legal Materials, volumes 11 and 22). Further, Brundtland
was the intended next step after the ‘Brandt’ and ‘Palme’ reports (Independent
Commission on International Development Issues 1980; Independent
Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues 1982). This is a lesson both for
historians and for those concerned with sustainability in a more immediate sense.
Viewing sustainability as the culmination (so far) of a long, complex process of
evolution of the nature of the substantive problems and the intellectual perspective
and policy response provides a vastly different perspective than viewing it, as
some evidently do, as simply the latest policy or research fashion.
It is important to understand the nature of sustainability relative to other
policy fields. Briefly, compared to other policy fields, meso- and especially
macro-problems display more often, and more often in combination, the following
attributes (Dovers 1997 see also Dryzek 1987; Funtowicz and Ravetz 1990;
Walker 1994; Adam 1995):
•

temporal scales exceeding those determining policy and management attention;

•

broadened spatial scales (across ecological and political boundaries);

•

possible absolute ecological limits to human activities;

•

irreversible or possibly irreversible impacts;

•

sometimes, the inappropriateness of the mainstay of political conflict resolution in industrial democracies, re-allocative compromise;

•

urgency;

•

cross-problem connectivity and thus policy complexity (between sustainability
problems, and with other social and economic policy fields);

•

systemic causes (i.e. rooted in our systems of production and consumption);

•

pervasive ignorance and uncertainty;
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•

cumulation of impacts;

•

rising demands and justification for community participation in policy and
management;

•

new moral and ethical dimensions (the rights of future generations and other
species); and

•

sheer novelty as a suite of public policy problems.

This is not to say that other policy problems – health or economic policy, service
delivery, and so on – are somehow easy; they are not. But sustainability problems
are certainly different in kind, and if attributes such as limits and irreversibility
matter, then arguably different in degree as well. This suggests a prima facie case
that current policy processes and modes of policy analysis, fashioned as they
have been against problems not so characterised by such attributes, are unlikely
to be adequate for addressing some problems. In answer to this, I have elsewhere
sketched the basics of a more appropriate policy process ‘model’ (Dovers
1995b). Given such a problem set, those involved in current policy design need
all the help they can get. Some of these attributes in particular suggest the value
of historical perspectives: temporal scale, obviously, but also complexity,
connectivity, nature of causes (things emerge slowly) and uncertainty.
The achievement of sustainability is thus a very big, complex and difficult
challenge, and the problem of unsustainability a systemic one. The roots of
unsustainability go very deep; at least as deep in a practical sense as those of the
key political, social and economic institutions of modern societies, and this
proposes structural disjunctions between human and natural systems. It seems a
fair enough argument that the longer view into the future demanded by
sustainability needs be matched by a longer view back. Thus the generic notion
that an historical context will help understanding of the present and future might
be especially the case for sustainability.

3. A TYPOLOGY OF RELEVANCE
More detail as to what a useful long view back might comprise asks what
environmental history might offer current debate and policy. We can entertain
three categories of relevance as a convenient heuristic; general historical
perspectives, human and ecological baselines, and policy and institutional
lessons. The case for these is put here, but the implicit challenge is for
environmental historians to consider their position and which of the three, if any,
appeals more or is the more appropriate. The following identifies each of these
and provides some illustrative possibilities:
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(1) General historical perspective
This is the most obvious form of relevance to current preoccupations, and this
case has been often enough made. Most simply, it can usefully be evidenced that
‘the history of environmental concern and conservation is certainly not new’
(Grove 1995: 1). This is both the most popular form of relevance and the one
already and most demonstrably fulfilled by environmental history, but also the
most vague and difficult to argue an objective case for (a generic problem for the
discipline of history). The claim here is simply that an understanding of the
evolution of human-natural system interconnections puts current problems into
fuller perspective. Understanding better the movements of colonial expansion,
the evolution of agricultural technology and management practices, the advent
of institutional settings, the growth of commodity trade – such things are
enormously relevant to understanding current problems. In Australia, the argument for a general historical perspective has been established for sectors and
issues such as forestry, agriculture and energy (respectively, Dargavel 1995;
Dovers 1992; Dovers 1994c). The defining feature of a general historical
perspective is that, while understanding and thus perhaps response ability is
enhanced, there are unlikely to be operational policy suggestions arising. While
‘traditional’ history can inform in this respect, a stronger environmental flavour
is required for full relevance to sustainability.
Crucially, relevance to sustainability demands a form of environmental
history that goes well beyond tracing the history of traditional environmental
protection and amenity concerns of pollution and nature conservation.
Sustainability is fundamentally about integrating ecological, social and economic
dimensions of the human experience, and this in turn requires integration of these
in any attempt at historical perspective. In this vein, environmental history needs
to have explanatory power regarding the roots of and reasons for such things as
the institutions, consumption patterns, economic activities, settlement
arrangements, and scientific and methodological approaches relevant to a
particular ‘on ground’ environmental phenomenon.4 This suggests limits, at
least in this regard, to the usefulness of ‘nature history’, which has been a major
theme in environmental history. On the other hand it suggests that history,
through its potential comprehension of the social, political and economic past,
can make a unique contribution to thinking about sustainability. If historians are
not always ecologically literate, ecologists and other natural scientists could
usually do with some historical and social instruction. Mutual admissions of
ignorance are a necessary ritual in interdisciplinary endeavours. A simple
example relates to rural natural resource management in Australia. Current
problems of ecological, social and economic sustainability of agriculture are
closely related in many regions to inadequate property sizes, and have their roots
in, inter alia, a long history of closer settlement schemes and poor conceptions
of what constituted a viable holding. While not a great deal can be done, in a
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policy sense, on the basis of knowledge of this, realising the historical context
and roots helps contextualise today’s difficulties.
(2) Establishing baselines (ecological and human)
This involves answering more particular questions of ‘What was there before
....?’ Many sustainability problems, especially concerning biological diversity,
beg such a baseline to inform questions of where we are now and where we
should be going, or returning to. These may relate to biophysical or ecological
conditions (status of soil, ‘original’ vegetation patterns, natural fire regimes,
distribution and abundance of species). Or they may relate to human activity at
a given time (extent and timing of pastoral settlement, colonial commodity
trades, cultivation practices, regulation of land use). These sorts of baselines are
increasingly being explored in Australia, and many are being found to be
relevant to policy (various examples are cited in Dovers 1994b; Dovers in press).
Useable understanding of change in dynamic systems, be they natural or human,
will not emerge without appreciation of previous states. Three related examples
illustrate this category. Insufficient scientific data on ecological and physical
changes in apparently degraded rivers now absorbing much policy and management attention have seen scientists turn to oral history techniques to fill in the
gaps, successfully both in constructing the story and in engaging and empowering local communities (Roberts and Sainty 1996). Similarly, active management
problems such as land rehabilitation through revegetation in the face of erosion
and salinity, biodiversity conservation on farms and nature reserve selection and
management are complicated by a lack of understanding of vegetation patterns
at the time of European occupation in Australia. Environmental history can
inform such endeavours through establishing clearer pictures of such patterns
(Barr and Cary 1992). Vegetation patterns and assemblages of fauna were clearly
influenced by indigenous burning and hunting, but argument rages as to the
actual degree and extent (Bowman 1997). Modern fire management regimes
seek to mimic indigenous patterns in some major national parks, and the
contested efficacy of these practices might be clarified by further historical work.
In all three cases, a variety of disciplines, methods and sources are demanded;
documentary and oral history, geomorphology, ecology, anthropology, and so
on.
(3) Policy and institutional lessons
This category is less often recognised, and, indeed, it is here that the ‘relevance’
argument becomes more contestable, and is the one dealt with in more detail in
what follows. It refer to insights, perspectives or information of direct relevance
to a topical policy problem or institutional challenge, and involves exploring
previous responses to environmental change in a search for precedents, warnings
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or models. Most simply, it may involve being reminded of what we have
forgotten. While the previous category may inform policy in a contextual
manner, it is unlikely to instruct with respect to specific policy instruments or
strategies. This form of relevance involves being alert to the possibility of direct
lessons regarding policy processes, institutions or instruments. These lessons
will be generally sought in more recent history given that, at least in a country
such as Australia, most of the political institutions through which we may effect
change have been recently determined, and thus earlier lessons may be difficult
to transfer. However, the rise in prominence of community-based environmental
management regimes raises cultural issues on which useful perspective may be
gleaned from the further past (cf. Brosius et al. 1998), and the parameters of
modern governance in Australia date to Federation in 1901.
Much more could be said about these three categories of relevance. All are
suitable to an ‘institutional approach’, but most pointedly the third. All three
categories demand the endeavours of a number of disciplines; from the social and
natural sciences and the humanities. Also, it may be difficult to separate them;
for example, an inquiry may offer lessons regarding the general nature of
institutional change (category 1) as well as more specific instruction regarding
the problem at hand (category 3). One work may contribute to all three. Further,
it may be hard to predict which will be most likely to arise from project. The
useful outcomes of an inquiry in environmental history are likely to be accidental
– unavoidable, given pervasive uncertainty and complexity. For the remainder
of the article, I will dwell further on the third category.

4. AD HOCERY, AND POLICY AMNESIA
The third category of relevance, policy lessons, might be viewed as unnecessary,
given that most useful policy examples or experiments would have happened not
so long ago. Surely our policy processes and institutions work actively to ensure
that we remember, and that we learn? Sometimes we do, but often we do not, and
I would propose, at least in the case of Australian environment policy (portrayed
as a global standard in some sectors), that ‘policy amnesia’ is endemic. Australian environmental policy has, not always but too often, been characterised by an
episodic, lurching, ahistorical, myopic ad hocery (Dovers 1995b, see also
Bonyhady 1993; Toyne 1994; Walker 1994; Doyle and Kellow 1995). This
applies to traditional environmental policy, and to the complex of sustainable
development policy that has been formulated during and after the national
ecologically sustainable development (ESD) process of 1990-1992 (Commonwealth of Australia 1992, but for critique see Dovers 1995b; Hamilton and
Throsby 1998). Even lessons that could be learned from the quite recent past are
too often overlooked in the rush of near term imperatives, expediencies and
policy fashion.
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Learning from either successes or mistakes in policy is hampered by a lack
of models and frameworks. In the policy literature, learning is much discussed,
poorly conceptualised and rarely demonstrable (May 1992, see also Bennett and
Howlett 1992). In ecosystem management, the notion of learning by doing –
‘adaptive management’ – which seeks to construct policy and management as a
systematic yet flexible experiment, is an encouraging proposition rather than an
operational approach (Holling 1978; Walters and Holling 1990; Gunderson et al.
1995). For sustainability problems, the design and creation of institutional
arrangements to enable policy learning or adaptive management are highly
problematic, and only just beginning to be explored (Lee 1993; Dovers et al.
1996; Dovers and Mobbs 1997). This is especially due to difficulties associated
with temporal and spatial scale, complexity and connectivity, and to the crudity
of connections between disciplines. Adaptive management is attractive on the
last of these, being an approach to the policy and politics of the environment
firmly rooted in an ecological rather than social science perspective, although
increasingly sensitive to the latter. Moreover, we are not good at keeping policy
attention engaged over long time periods, even when pervasive and widely
admitted uncertainty can only mean that policy failure is inevitable in the
absence of extreme luck. Lee (1993) observes that, within the necessary time
horizon of adaptive management of a river basin, the professional life span of the
researcher or manager is only a brief part. A related obstacle is the reluctance to
admit or embrace ignorance and uncertainty in modern policy cultures (Smithson
1989; Dovers and Handmer 1995). I suspect that environmental history, or at
least aspects thereof, may be able to assist.
The prospect of learning from past efforts to cope with environmental change
brings environmental history closer to Uekoetter’s ‘organisational approach’
designed to add purpose and coherence to environmental history. Again,
an‘institutional’ approach is a better description, encompassing a wider range of
human phenomenon and an accepted slowness and unevenness of institutional
change (cf. Goodin 1996). In particular, our organisation of responses – now and
in the past – is very much about learning, the expression of aspirations in law,
policy processes and institutions, and the companion issue of communities’
engagement. Such an approach invites discussion of environmental history’s
relationship with other interdisciplinary alliances seeking to engage with
sustainability; ecological economics, green social theory, environmental
philosophy, and others. For it is at the intersection of disciplines rather than in
disciplines that most light is being shed on sustainability.
To expand on the notion of policy lessons from historical analysis, I will be
both pragmatic and parochial and touch on some Australian examples. The
question is whether we learn from past endeavours, and if the answer is no, then
a possible role for environmental history emerges. The theme is not so much
experience with policy instruments, but rather with policy processes and
institutional arrangements.5 For efficiency and convenience, I will simply run
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through a few areas of current Australian policy concern, and propose the
missing historical dimension, or rather the sorts of lessons that might be sought.
In all cases, learning can be from both successes and failures; more to the point
it must be both, as complete success or failure in policy and management is
virtually unknown at a reasonable level of detail – there are always at least traces
of both. Also, past policy processes and institutional arrangements need to be
viewed at a disaggregated level – it is at the level of particular features where
lessons are likely to accrue, not in a quest for entire institutional blueprints.
1) The first case has both positive and negative aspects: arrangements for land
and water resource management, and their integration with social and economic
policy, in the large and very important Murray-Darling Basin. The MDB
arrangements are complex and evolving, and an excellent historical coverage is
given by Powell (1993). Australia’s federal system, with constitutional power
over resource management largely residing with the states and territories, makes
the task of co-ordinating river basin management difficult, politically and
logistically. Much of the potential of the MDB experience lies in its venerability
– the MDB Commission’s parent, the much narrower River Murray Commission, was created in 1915, and inquiries into navigation and water supply were
undertaken before this. Following final Commonwealth-state statutory expression of the modern, basin-wide arrangements in 1993 (stemming from episodes
of concern in the mid-1970s and 1980s), the institutional setting can be now said
to be as impressive and comprehensive as might be expected in a federation often
characterised by inter-governmental friction. This invites the question of whether
there are lessons for more recent attempts at inter-government and inter-sectoral
policy and management initiatives, of which there is an unco-ordinated complex
at present. More specifically, the many emerging efforts in co-ordinated, crossjurisdictional river basin management (Dovers and Dore 1999), in Australia and
elsewhere, look to the MDB as a model, yet it is not transferable in an entire sense
outside its context. Nonetheless, it is a source of perspective on the patience and
complex processes required to translate general goals to operational form (a task
still ongoing in the Basin). This can inform realistic expectations of how much
time and effort is required for substantial institutional change, the features that
might encourage this, and an understanding of the preconditions for changing
from a ‘developmental’ to a more ‘integrative’ or ‘sustainability’ mode of
operation, as occurred in the MDB in the mid-1980s.
2) Sustained exploration of the preconditions for successful or at least encouraging institutions, could go further than the MDB. Other subjects, with twenty
or more years standing, could be the inclusive yet structured arrangements coordinated by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, and the history of
intensive land use inquiries by Victoria’s Land Conservation Council, both of
which have been lauded as world class exemplars (respectively, Bowen 1994;
Robin 1998). Of particular interest in these cases would be the political
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conditions enabling establishment, the importance of a comprehensive statutory
basis, mechanisms for participation, and the time required for methods and
procedures to be shaped and improved. This requirement of time to develop
practices, processes and expertise runs sharply counter to a very apparent desire
for ‘instant policy gratification’. This was dramatically illustrated in the Australian context by the discontinuation, in a fit of pique in 1993, of the impressive and
unprecedented Resource Assessment Commission after less than four years and
only three inquiries (Stewart and McColl 1994). Institutions take longer than this
to evidence their worth or to usefully evolve. Similarly, the Land Conservation
Council was a major initiative, but has recently been rendered less inclusive and
independent – a lack of appreciation of the historical roots of the organisation
was perhaps not unconnected to its openness to attack (cf. Robin 1998).
3) Any highly contested resource or environmental management sector may bear
insights, most especially those that have been topical over long periods. Some
lessons can be gleaned from work done on Australian forests (Dargavel 1995),
and on water (Powell 1989, and more generally Teclaf 1967). Such inquiries
elucidate the nature, demands and evolution of ‘resource regimes’ (Young 1982)
which we constantly construct but tend not to maintain or learn from. The fact
that these two issues have been problematic for governments of late may sharpen
the appetite for new perspectives. Forests (or at least old-growth forests) and
water allocation in heavily committed river systems are emerging as issues
where there is insufficient resource left for political resolution to be possible
through allocative or compromise measures; a fraction of not enough is unlikely
to satisfy either environmentalist, logger, irrigator, or fish.
4) At present, there is a renewal of interest in the regional (more than local, less
than state) scale as a focus for various national policy initiatives: resource
assessment, environmental planning, biodiversity monitoring, employment
generation, economic development (eg. O’Neill and Fagan 1995; Dore and
Woodhill 1999). In the resource and environment area, this appears to be being
pursued with little cognisance of many previous (and often not very successful)
manifestations of regionalism. Australia has a mixed history of attempts at
regionalisation, with many possibly informative precedents existing, from the
post-World War II era of extensive CSIRO land survey, through 1960s town and
country planning, to more recent strategic planning schemes. Historical inquiry
might helpfully focus on the detail of regional endeavours, seeking at that level
examples of the more resilient and adaptive features of organisations and
institutions.
5) Community involvement in environmental management (public participation, co-management, stakeholder engagement) is at present both theoretically
fashionable (eg. Fischer 1993; Torgerson 1994), endorsed in all major international and Australian policies, and rapidly growing in a practical sense. Most
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startling in Australia is ‘Landcare’, born in Victoria in the 1980s, endorsed in
national policy in 1989, and in the space of a decade having grown to now
comprise over four thousand community Landcare groups (for a history and
detail, see Campbell 1994). Also, there are now literally thousands of Waterwatch
groups involved in community based monitoring, and many other, lesser
programmes: Saltwatch, Frogwatch, Fishwatch, Dunecare, and so on. This
phenonemon is vastly encouraging – Landcare at least will in future be seen as
one of the great turning points in the history of Australian land management, on
par with closer settlement and the inrush of fossil fuels in the middle of this
century. However, all these groups are young and experimental and many
questions remain as how best to proceed in terms of organising, institutionalising, administering, funding, encouraging and consolidating these groups (Martin and Woodhill 1995). An historical perspective might help with such questions. For many of those involved in or promoting or criticising Landcare, it is
a thoroughly new phenomenon. But it is perhaps not the recent and progressive
policy fashion it might seem, at least not in general style. Rather, it builds on a
history of cooperative initiatives in rural resource management in Australia. For
example, in New South Wales some interesting models exist, such as Pasture
Protection Boards (from 1902) and River Improvement Trusts (1948). Similar
bodies existed and often still exist in other states. They are not ‘environmental’
in the sense now understood; indeed, actions like desnagging and channelising
rivers are now frowned upon, and perhaps this is the reason they do not come to
mind as informing models. But they were institutionalised and duly constituted
community resource management schemes enabled by statute law, and with
powers of coercion and levy. In the current era of community involvement,
although the number of programmes is much greater, such foundations are yet
to be provided. The ‘new paradigm’ of a social response model of land
degradation policy has in many ways replaced rather than supplemented the ‘old
paradigm’ approach of agronomic and engineering based extension. For many,
the old ‘failed’ – it did not, and nor did it fully succeed, but the profession and
achievement of the soil conservationist may well be lost to social memory and
to the policy toolkit. The possible lessons that might be learnt from these earlier
manifestations have not been much considered. Of course, transfer of lessons
would have to take account of changed values and conditions (for example, the
larger array of stakeholders).
6) One area of intense current activity which can only be noted here concerns the
management of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lands and the use of
traditional knowledge in informing policy and management. The potential of this
area of learning stems from sixty thousand years or more of indigenous land
management, the fact that one-seventh of Australia is now under traditional
ownership or management, the imperatives arising from the 1992 High Court
Mabo case and the ensuing Native Title Act 1993, and the existence of positive
examples of co-management of conservation reserves (Ross et al. 1994; de Lacy
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1994; Attwood 1996). It may be that the bitter, unproductive nature of recent
debates over native title could have been eased with a greater and shared
appreciation of the cultural, legal and environmental history of the issue.
Furthermore, Aboriginal land councils and the overarching Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Commission are meeting places for traditional indigenous
modes of discourse and modern political structure, but are increasingly threatened by, among other things, a lack of understanding in the community of
cultural (political) history.
7) The final case is perhaps less pertinent than the others, but does emphasise ad
hocery rather well, and serves to illustrate the sometimes acute nature of policy
amnesia. State of the environment reporting (SER) is now seen a ‘must have’ in
environment policy. The notion is simple: a consolidation of information in a
form useful to decision makers. Australia began national SER in the mid-1980s,
but this only lasted a few years before neglect and lack of permanence of
arrangements saw its demise. In post-ESD 1992, national SER has been
resurrected, still without the statutory mandate that should see it survive longer
in some state and territory jurisdictions. Few lessons seem to have been learned
from the previous experience: indeed, at an advisory committee meeting in 1992,
some bureaucrats working on the project had to be appraised of the fact there had
been a previous undertaking, and that its last output had been published only five
years earlier (this is based on the author’s recollection). In Victoria, an impressive SER program has lapsed; it too lacked a statutory basis. A question from a
non-historian: do historians usually have to cope with institutional amnesia over
less than a decade? Lest it be thought that SER is an exceptional case, stories of
similar disjunctions have been recorded in the cases of national land degradation
surveys and water resource audits, with similar periods of time required for
initiatives to be forgotten (Dovers 1995b). A question for historians to consider
is, what are the attributes of informing institutions and public policy processes
in the past that have proved resilient and have had lasting influence on humanenvironment relationships?

5. CONCLUSIONS
These cases involve very real and difficult policy problems. In most cases, policy
debate tends to be somewhat ahistorical, and the potential of an historical
contribution is sufficiently clear. Detailed lessons have not been sought here; the
above cases are meant to make the general point and indicate a research agenda,
not propose policy reforms. Even in proposing research, it is accepted that the
‘policy lesson’ proportion may be but a small component of a broader inquiry.
There is a possible arena of inquiry for environmental historians, or at least an
aspect to our inquiries, which involves the recent history of environmental
policy. This is needed and relevant, and could be a valuable dimension of
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environmental history. The response may be that many inquiries already touch
on this aspect, but it should be made much more explicit. I accept that, in its
pragmatism and immediacy, this is contestable as a branch of environmental
history, let alone ‘history’ proper. Perhaps it is better portrayed as an addition to
environmental policy analysis or environmental management, or simply as what
enlightened policy learning should be doing anyway. But it is not, or at least not
often in the areas I am familiar with.
As the scale and pace of environmental change increases, does the boundary
of what constitutes history move closer behind us? Whatever, the skills of the
environmental historian are relevant. I do not imagine that the other two
categories of relevance would be questioned by anyone involved in environmental
history. If the more immediate third category is not attractive as a motivation per
se, the possibility that such pragmatic lessons could be gleaned must be
recognised, both by environmental historians and by those in the business of
analysing or formulating policy. If environmental historians were occasionally
asked to join (or infiltrated) the interdisciplinary projects commonly undertaken
to inform environmental policy and management, interesting things might
ensue. The benefits of such engagement would accrue in both directions.6 Many
of the Australian inquiries in environmental history suggested by Powell (1996)
in his survey and menu could serve to inform stakeholders and policy makers
should such connections be established.
There are, of course, both positive and negative implications of engagement
with policy processes. Positively, there are fresh topics, and new sources,
insights, partners and disciplinary alliances. There is the potential to contribute
to pressing societal problems, whether for moral purpose or professional
engagement. There is even the chance of enlarged readership and funding. The
reasons for relevance thus range across the altruistic and scholarly to the grubbily
pragmatic. On the negative side, there is diversion and diffusion of resources and
effort and the possibility of political capture in a maze of topical issues.
Environmental historians would differ on the relative importance of these
opportunities and dangers.
An enhanced appreciation of failures to learn from past experience would
have implications for the future as well as the present. From an historical
perspective, indications should emerge of the sort of practices, processes and
institutions required for policy learning. We can regret that such things were not
established in the past and try to overcome our resulting lack of information and
experience as best we can. But more than that, in the language of sustainability,
we can treat information and policy experience as capacity-building endowments
to future generations; part of the ongoing process of human settlement. We have
far less excuse for not accepting that responsibility than did previous generations.
One lesson of even quite recent history is that what we regret now, if not attended
to, will most likely be regretted again in five, fifty or hundred years.
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NOTES
1

This article is based on a paper delivered to the Environmental History Workshop,
Department of Historical Studies, University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, July 1996.
Thanks are due to the organisers of the workshop for their invitation and assistance; and
to Stephen Boyden, Mark Elvin and Dingle Smith for helpful comments on various drafts
of the paper.
2
Useful examples of cross-country and -culture comparison are Beinart and Coates 1995
and Griffiths and Robin 1997. Other such endeavours would doubtless proceed very
differently to this one, according to the places and problems examined and the people
involved. An important issue is how ecological, historical and political commonalities
compete as the criteria for selecting cases for comparison.
3
Elsewhere, important distinctions are drawn between sustainability, a crucial and longterm system attribute, and sustainable development, the variable, short-term and at times
questionable policy activity seeking to enhance or maintain that attribute. This is not
expanded on here (but see Dovers and Handmer 1992; Dovers and Norton 1994).
4
I am both influenced by and indebted to the biohistorical approach developed by Boyden
(1987), which also lies behind much activity at the Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, The Australian National University (see also Boyden et al 1990; Dovers
1994b,c; Dovers and Handmer 1992; Common 1995).
5
Another related, important question is whether we learn from other, contemporary
initiatives and experiences. The answer is no, often enough, and this leads to all sorts of
process and institutional problems not of direct relevance here.
6
Not all involved in policy deem the past uninteresting: Australia’s Land and Water
Resources R&D Corporation has supported a large research project led by the author, to
assess the past three decades of resource and environmental management institutions,
with the expressed theme of exploring further into the past when useful perspectives
might be found.
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